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If you're looking for an enemy
You've found an enemy in me

You spit the venom
but your rattle couldn't make it bleed

Get rid off that cigarette
If you're serious,

put the money where your mouth is
Freak out with no control

Put that grin away,
because this scene is getting' real old

Cracked inside your shell
Please break out

Strip down to violence
Put the trust in every word you say

But you fuck me over anyway
Embrace the silence

Tear you down to where you were before
Give it up your twisted mind has lost the war

Come on and slit me with your best lie
In the mind of a blind eye

Forget forgiveness,
this is battle and it's just begun

Where's the thrill if you sugar the pill
All the shit you said,

well It didn't mean a thing, huh?
Step up and join the show

You've got your two middle fingers
But I'm waitin' with a fist full

Cracked inside your shell
Can't you break out
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Strip down to violence
Put the trust in every word you say

But you fuck me over anyway
Embrace the silence

Tear you down to where you were before
Give it up your twisted mind has lost the war

Just like a lowlife maggot
Crawling deep in the dirt

Try to get in my head,
try to get in me head

Solution's empty and you're headin' for destruction

3, 2 many, 1 is never enough, DEAD!
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